
HYPHEN



PUNCTUATE



EXPECTATION



A collection of discrete recessed and surface 
luminaires to design, define and leave your mark.

Alternate. Accentuate. Punctuate.
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Hyphen gives you creative control to interrupt 
continuous runs and plan patterns with punctuation. 
Discrete and ultra-narrow aesthetics combine with a 
comprehensive collection of optics, outputs, lengths, 
mounts and distributions—a solution for every need.
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Used on its own or coordinated, Hyphen is the logical 
and complementary continuation of the ultra-narrow 
optical aesthetic of the Portal and Lines families.

CONTINUITY 
CONNECTS

… light connects architecture + humanity

The three inch height and 0.71" wide optic 
align the Hyphen, Portal and Lines families.

3''



25° x 75°

Narrow Ellipse

45°

MediumWide

65°

Precise control and extraction 
features shape the light into high 
performance distributions with 
maximum visual comfort.

Proprietary optics transcend 
typical point source applications 
with exceptional uniformity, lower 
energy densities and efficacies 
exceeding 125 lm/w.

PRECISION 
COMFORT 
CONTROL
CHOICE



RECESSED ADJUSTABLE DUAL AXIS ADJUSTABILITY

Hyphen provides the right amount of light exactly 
where you want it—in 10 and 20 inch increments and 
single and twin optical output configurations. 

Hyphen Recessed is available in trim and trimless  
fixed variants and an adjustable version delivering 
a 60° lateral range of motion. No matter which you 
choose, you’re never locked in. 

Hyphen Surface goes even further. Change your mind, 
or your environment: Single and Twin Optic Hyphen 
Surface feature minimalist aesthetics and unique and 
specific functional forms, both delivering 90° vertical-
motion and 360° horizontal rotational adjustability. 
With Hyphen, you’re in complete control. 

ADJUST 
LIGHT, NOT 
EXPECTATIONS
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